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Abstract

This work describes a generic database service for the lightweight Venice Service Grid, which has been developed at the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany. By using Web services any SQL query can be processed and the corresponding result sets are sent back as strongly typed XML documents. The accurately defined interface allows an easy-to-use, platform and programming language independent access to all applications of a service federation. Transactions, prepared statements and parallel transfers of split result sets are supported, too. Because of a JDBC-like programming interface, the service can be used intuitively and existing software components can be quickly adjusted to the new system.

1. Introduction

In 1969 Leonard Kleinrock imagined “the spread of computer utilities, which, like present electric and telephone utilities, will service individual homes and offices across the country” [1]. Ian Foster and Carl Kesselmann in 1998 initially tried to define a Grid that could help implement such computer utilities [2]. After several iterations, Ian Foster finally published his three point checklist [1] that must be met by a system to be called a Grid.

Today, a distinction between Compute Grids, Data Grids and Service Grids can be made to distinguish between the Grid systems available. There is no common definition for these Grid types, but here they are understood as follows. A Compute Grid provides resources for high throughput computing and makes possible time consuming calculations over the Internet (e.g. by giving standardized access to clusters). A Data Grid makes available disk space to securely store large data sets. A Service Grid finally uses these Grid types as a commodity and adds more value to the end-user by providing special services like virtualized applications or accurate algorithms and offering intuitive graphical interfaces to access those services.

In today’s Grid environments performant and reliant database management systems are required. Various loosely coupled applications need to get access to diverse data. Techniques allowing a uniform access (JDBC, ODBC, etc.) to mostly relational databases are existant but often they are very complex or lead to much overhead on the client side for management of different drivers for varying database managements systems. Firewalls and security policies are big problems in these overregional systems, too. Therefore new concepts have to be developed to provide access to heterogeneous databases while client systems can manage these data sources with a uniform standard, independent of the programming language while considering security issues of the distributed organizations.

Venice is a lightweight Service Grid [3], [4] which offers a framework for the easy and fast development, installation and management of distributed systems. On one hand it gives the opportunity to use a Single Sign-on mechanism (SSO) [5] which assures a secure authentication and authorization within a corporate service federation over the Internet. On the other hand an Information Broker (IB) supports the distribution of service information with modern and highly scalable Peer-to-Peer technology.

This work introduces a Generic Database Service (GDS) based on Venice, implemented with Web services and the central concepts of service-oriented architectures. The service is able to process almost every query of the SQL-standard and supports the transmission of large result sets by splitting it into several SOAP messages. These parts are passed in parallel to guarantee short latencies. Result sets are stored in a strongly typed SOAP-format specified by an accurately and securely designed XML schema. Therefore the interface can be easily used by any developer without knowledge of the internal logic and independent of the programming language. Furthermore a JDBC-like API has been developed which offers an intuitive and optimized access to the Generic Database Service. In this way the developer is familiar with the API and existing software components can be easily adapted to use the advantages of the new system. Besides it supports the pooled usage of precompiled statements, transactions without auto commit and other features of the JDBC API by saving state information on the client side. Optionally exists a right management structure which associates the underlying database with the Venice SSO mechanism.
In section 2 this work is compared to related work. Section 3 explains the overall architecture and describes the different components of the Generic Database Service. Performance measurements in several scenarios are presented in section 4 while section 5 concludes the paper and gives some future prospects.

2. Related Work

New ideas and concepts for accessing remote data sources are an important topic in research and industry. In this section important related projects and their approach to accessing remote databases are discussed and compared to the solution presented in this paper.

The JDBC Web Service (JDBC-WS) [6] allows access to a DBMS per URL without using any driver. Likewise Web services are used to transfer queries and result sets. But they are not validated against an XML schema. This system can be seen as the basic idea of this implementation but the Generic Database Service as enhancement has more functionality, is more scalable and delivers a more performant system (see section 4).

Another approach is the Spitfire-Project [7] within the European Data Grid Project. Tools like jwget, wget, curl or normal browsers are supported by usage of HTTP connections to a middleware. It connects to a RDBMS with the normal JDBC API, too. The result sets are transferred back in a canonical XML format. In this way it offers good interoperability but does not provide strongly typed datatypes. On the other side the interface is not accurately designed so that there must be another type of contract between client and provider. The transfer of large data amounts is also not discussed in the work.

Based on the WSRF-standard OGSA-DAI [8], [9], [10] offers different port types for stateful Web services of various data sources. Therefore this approach is a totally different concept because the Generic Database Service normally does not store state information about an SQL connection. There is no persistent connection between client and service provider at any time. However the Grid Data Service offers access to RDBMS and is comparable to this work. It is designed for the Globus Toolkit [11] and thereby it is developed to handle large amounts of data and different query-languages (SQL, XPATH, etc.) in huge heterogeneous systems are supported by the usage of special perform documents. In this context OGSA-DAI has to handle more complex functionality while the Generic Database Service only provides access to a single DBMS at this time. On the other hand the Generic Database Service offers an easy to use JDBC like API while providing nearly the same performance (see 4). Also new concepts like the split data transfer of SOAP messages can be used in larger scenarios, too. OGSA-DAI uses GridFTP to transfer the result sets. The system in this paper is tailored for the needs of Venice. So it abdicates on the validation of large XML query documents and just uses simple SQL statements embedded as strings in a small SOAP document. Summarized, the advantages of the work presented in this paper are the intuitive usage, short latencies and new transfer concepts.

3. Architecture

The generic interface to databases is provided by a single service within the Venice Service Grid enabling access to a PostgreSQL [12] database management system. Figure 1 presents the overall architecture.

A client uses the service via a JDBC-like wrapper system (SOAP-JDBC-Bridge) to gain access to the underlying PostgreSQL-DBMS within a Venice federation.

Figure 1. Architecture of the Generic Database Service: Clients use the optional JDBC-like wrapper system (SOAP-JDBC-Bridge) to gain access to the underlying PostgreSQL-DBMS within a Venice federation.

The following points describe the requirements of the architecture that are fulfilled in the implementation:

- Support of heterogeneous clients independent of the programming language by usage of Web services.
• Database abstraction. Till now only PostgreSQL is supported but it is possible to use other DBMS without changing the clients and small changes on the server side if required. Driver management is only required on the server side.

• Efficient datatype conversion with strong typing and transfer of large result sets.

• Intuitive and transparent usage of the system on the client side and easy adaption of existing applications. This is supported by a JDBC-like API (SOAP-JDBC-Bridge: SJB).

• Performance optimization of queries with caching and pooling mechanisms.

• Coverage of the JDBC API with operations of the GDS.

• Access control of databases and tables under control of the GDS in conjunction with the Venice Single-Sign-on (SSO) mechanisms.

• Adherence to the central SOA concepts, especially abstraction, autonomy and statelessness [13].

In the next sections the main parts of the architecture and the key functionality are described in greater detail. At first it is shown how a SQL query can be triggered and controlled with a SOAP message and its corresponding operation. The next part presents the strongly typed XML schema and how result sets are composed in this way. After that the splitting mechanism is shown. Then the operations provided by the interface are described. In addition the SOAP-JDBC-Bridge and the parallel transmission of results is introduced. Finally the combination of Venice SSO and PostgreSQL rights management are presented.

3.1. Performing a Query with a SOAP message

This section shows how a query can be performed by using a simple SOAP message. Table 1 presents a schematic description of this document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dbname</td>
<td>The database name to connect to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queryString</td>
<td>A dynamic or static SQL query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valueTypes</td>
<td>Declares which value types are used in a prepared statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>values</td>
<td>Provides the different values for a prepared statement according to the value types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolation</td>
<td>Defines the isolation level for the query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autoCommit</td>
<td>Configures whether explicit calls of commit and rollback operations for transactions are necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persistentId</td>
<td>Turns on a hash based pooling mechanism.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. SOAP SQL Query Message

In this way all information required to connect to the database are provided by the client in every single request. No state information has to be stored by the service itself as services in service-oriented architectures are presumed stateless. Prepared statements can be performed by defining the appropriate datatypes and their values in the correct sequence. This design makes it possible to construct the JDBC-like API which is explained in 3.5. Also there are three more options which influence the behavior of the query and the service. Isolation (none, read_committed, read_uncommitted, repeatable_read, serializable) affects the transaction level. This feature has to be supported by the underlying database management system. If autoCommit is turned off, several queries can be performed until a timeout occurs, the rollback or the commit operation of the GDS is called. They are assigned to the client by a unique identifier. The persistent mode functions in a similar way. The service now reserves one connection of the pool to register prepared statements and reuses them by comparison to hash values of the original query string. Therefore the statements of one single client don’t have to be recompiled all the time. This leads to more performance while executing large INSERT operations in which many values have to be inserted into the database.

After the configuration of this document an according operation like execute or query of the GDS is called. The document is passed as a parameter. Normally the service analyzes the options, picks one connection object from the pool and then uses the corresponding JDBC functions to perform the query on the DBMS itself. After processing, the result set has to be converted into a SOAP message again.

3.2. Result Sets, Type Mapping and Strongly Typed Data

At this time the JDBC result set from the previous query is available and the service can work with these values. All the different datatypes have to be mapped to corresponding types in the SOAP message (XML document) and later on to the appropriate types of the specific programming language. In this work the client is also implemented in Java and therefore only this aspect is shown at this point. Table 2 presents the used datatypes and its mappings.

The datatypes and metadata of a single result set and the underlying database table are discovered dynamically by usage of the JDBC API. After that a SOAP/XML equivalent has to be found. For every row in table 2 the XML schema defines an adequate element with the related type which is shown in column two. The elements can be accessed with JavaBeans [14]. The XML schema can be found under address http://www.v-grid.info/types/basic/sql.xsd (tns:SQLRow). The XML container (tns:SQLValueSet) of the result set has to be very variable so that every combination of datatypes can be handled. The values are stored in arrays of the assigned type so that a datatype can be reused. Therefore the sequence of the accessed types is stored as metadata (tns:colType) which can be used by the client to reproduce the original result set. As an example, a small result set with two int4 and one
varchar as datatypes would be represented as array(xsd:int, xsd:int) plus array(basic:String) while the datatype sequence would be stored in the coltype array. All other arrays would be nil (null). The row is then stored in a row array and can be transferred as a complete result set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JDBC</th>
<th>SOAP</th>
<th>JAVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>int8</td>
<td>xsd:long</td>
<td>long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int4</td>
<td>xsd:int</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bool</td>
<td>xsd:boolean</td>
<td>boolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bpecchar</td>
<td>varchar</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text</td>
<td>basic:String</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td></td>
<td>Timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timetz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timestamptz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>xsd:dateTime</td>
<td>Calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float8</td>
<td>xsd:double</td>
<td>double</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float4</td>
<td>xsd:float</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>xsd:decimal</td>
<td>BigDecimal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. JDBC-XML-Mappings

For one prepared statement of the SOAP query message a similar conversion mechanism is used. But because the JDBC API has a very loose type coercion, many different types of the host language can be used to access the corresponding datatype in the database table via JDBC on service side. Type errors are transferred back to the client application as normal SQLException via the Axis [15] fault mechanism. This enables some kind of transparency. For Java there are several predefined datatypes for prepared statements which can also be used by any other programming language by appropriate mapping functions on the client side.

The idea behind this concept is the usage of strong data typing whereas input and output message of operations are completely defined by an XML schema with additional constraints on the permitted values [16]. This enables tight control on message values by restriction of the length of string values, range of numerical values and permitted sequences of values. On one hand this influences security aspects and on the other hand the interoperability. The WSDL file and XML schema describe the usage of the interface without an additional contract. No additional manual negotiation between consumer and provider is necessary to establish the format of encapsulated data. As shown in the section about related work, several other systems are implementing a database interface with XML, too. But all of them are using a canonical format [17] which emulates the database structure but not the datatypes and the client has to get more metadata. Furthermore a loosely typed WSDL interface is required to transfer the XML result set within a generic data type (String, Basic64-Encoded, xsd:any, xsd:anyType). So an extra negotiation between providers is required and the content can not be securely controlled. An understanding of the WSDL alone is not sufficient to invoke the service. So the “arbitrary” XML message as a result set has to be extracted and parsed. An understanding of raw XML manipulation is needed to extract the different rows. Besides in many cases the table structure is not important for the client because it is known from the beginning and only the contents of the rows matters. So there is much unnecessary expense. The concepts developed in this work enables a secure and transparent way of accessing databases and convey automatic processing of result sets on the client side. Section 3.5 shows that these structures can be used in an optimized way by implementing a client side wrapper system. This way the developer does not have to know anything about XML processing.

3.3. Splitting Result Sets

One disadvantage of converting a result set or data at all into an XML format is the large overhead coming from metadata. There is no big difference in an canonical format or the format with strong typing which is described here. Many system (like Axis) restrict the file size of SOAP messages, too. So a workaround has to be found because the GDS should not be limited in any way. Other system like OGSA-DAI use different techniques to solve this problem and enable the client to use different communication strategies for different circumstances (GridFTP, transfer all at once, streaming, asynchronous mechanisms, etc.) [8]. On one side these offer much more flexibility and very large data sets can be transferred but on the other side it is getting much more complicated and the whole system has to rely on other components.

At this time Venice as a Service Grid only needs short and fast queries to obtain and save data within its services. GDS just splits large amounts of data into two or more messages so no other components have to be used. To do so the size of the XML message is pre-calculated and several SQLValueSets are generated if a limit is reached. To guarantee short latencies the messages size is very low. The first message with some information about the message amount and an unique identifier is sent back to the client. After that the client can get the rest of the messages. The service caches the messages only a short time. This process is only restricted by ressources on client and server side.

3.4. Operations of the Generic Database Service

The GDS interface provides several operations to control the service. Table 3 gives an overview of the supported operations.

With knowledge of these operations and the SOAP messages it is possible to use the GDS. The next sections present optional enhancements and additional features.
### 3.5. The SOAP-JDBC-Bridge and Parallel Transmission

On one hand the developed service can be used programming language independent without any disadvantages. On the other hand there is one problem while working with XML documents. Especially accessing multi-array structures can be very confusing within a programming language like Java. In conjunction with goals of Venice the GDS should be easy to use. Therefore the SOAP-JDBC-Bridge (SJB) was implemented which can be seen as an enhancement for Java applications (although this library can be implemented for other programming languages, too). The concept of this wrapper system is to use the structures and metadata of the strong typed SOAP messages while hiding the underlying XML schema completely. Database programmers are used to access PostgreSQL with the JDBC API and a lot of applications are implemented with it. So the SJB provides a similar API. Until now the wrapper consists of the following Java classes: DatabaseManager, Connection, PreparedStatement, ResultSet, ResultSetMetaData and SQLException. There is no need for a driver manager. As one of the advantages of the GDS, client systems don’t need any driver. DatabaseManager and Connection are needed to control and configure the SJB. There is no established persistent connection between client and server. In this way no state information are stored on the server side, the context is handled by the SJB and its corresponding SOAP message and the server can optimize and cache queries by using advanced connection pooling mechanisms.

All the datatype conversion and splitting of SOAP messages is hidden completely. Even the original SQLExceptions are handed back. Extensive research is done for the development of composite Web services regarding fault handling [18]. In contribution to that the Venice Service Grid and of course the GDS use forward error recovery instead of backward error recovery. Thus the original error messages are forwarded to the client system so that the state of the component can be corrected. Analysis showed that this approach is more effective in these contexts. So the GDS can be used in an intuitive and transparent way. In addition optimizations can be done. For example split messages are transferred in parallel by starting several threads without blocking the application itself. Several features like bulk imports or asynchronous query operation are capable of being integrated, too, but not yet implemented.

### 3.6. Venice Single Sign-on and the DBMS

Every database that is created with the GDS is identified by a unique identifier (domain, user name, chosen database name) provided by the Venice SSO mechanism. User names in the Venice federation can be either client applications or services themselves that are trying to use the GDS. So it is simple to check if one user owns a database; but this database should be accessible by other users under the owner’s terms, too. The granularity thereby is restricted to read/write permissions on complete databases and tables. Thus only a small additional access control system is needed.

![Rights Management Diagram]
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Figure 2. Rights management: Different access levels are associated to identifiers generated out of Venice SSO information.

The rights management of the PostgreSQL DBMS respectively of the SQL standard is under several aspects not ideal for this purpose. It is very complex and has much more features than needed. Furthermore the database may not be under the full control of the GDS. It can be used manually and from other applications. Unpredictable states can emerge this way. The GDS DBMS user may not have enough rights to hand permissions down to other newly created users. And at last the connection management and pooling mechanisms of the GDS would be too complicated because every user would need an own pool. Therefore figure 2 shows the own rights management system based on five categories.

This design is similar to Mandatory Access Control lists [13]. Databases can be created with the corresponding interface operations and can be only managed by the GDS
itselfs (Group 4). Every user who creates a database with these operations is automatically its owner and can access it with the whole SQL standard (Group 3). Of course there are some restriction caused of data type restrictions and unsupported formats in the XML schema. The owner now can create new read/write permissions on his own databases and tables with the help of appropriate operations (Group 2 and 1). Every other user of a Venice federation has no permissions by default and can't even see a list of supported databases within the GDS.

All the SQL queries can only be categorized by analyzing the query string and associating it to Venice SSO information. This is done with regular expressions. Listing 1 shows two expressions to allocate read/write pulls to tables and databases.

After that the tables are compared to the internally managed control information. Depending on the result access is granted or denied.

4. Evaluation

In this section the Generic Database Service is evaluated within several test scenarios to analyze the behavior in extreme situations and under normal circumstances. All measurements are made with help of the Venice TimeKeeperService which provides functions for storing data sets, calculating average values and for visualization. The whole system is tested within a gigabit network whereas the client applications were running on one computer (8 CPUs, 2.33 GHz, 16 GB RAM) and the GDS in combination with the PostgreSQL DBMS on another one (4 CPUs, 3.30 GHz, 16 GB RAM). Furthermore only the two operations query and execute with several configurations are observed in this paper. In every scenario three values are measured: complete runtime of one query, message transfer and XML conversion, JDBC processing. In the following list the discussed scenarios are introduced in detail:

- SELECT. In this scenario the SQL query “SELECT * FROM testable LIMIT 100” is tested. The system is configured to transfer the result set without splitting it.
- Split ResultSet. Here the query is limited to 500 rows and the maximum value set file size is restricted to 800kB and 1200kB. This normally results in a SOAP message with around only 140 rows (800kB) and 211 rows (1200kB).

UPDATE and DELETE statements are not measured because they only affect the JDBC and PostgreSQL components. Per scenario 5000 cycles have been recorded to get significant results. The measurements had to be made under normal load of the computers and network so that external effects could not be excluded completely. Table 4 presents the measurements of the first and second scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Transfer</th>
<th>JDBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSERT</td>
<td>15 (27) max 401 ms</td>
<td>12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT</td>
<td>287 (400) max 2096 ms</td>
<td>268 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Evaluation: Values of a SELECT and an INSERT statement (complete runtime, data transfer and XML conversion, JDBC processing)

Values in brackets characterize the standard deviation whereby max stands for the maximum measured value within the 5000 cycles. It can be seen that a significant part of the execution time is used to convert the data to XML and to transfer it over the network. But still the values are adequate for the usage in the Venice federation. Figure 3 presents the measurements and some calculated arithmetic values of the complete runtime (execution time) of queries.

The curve in figure 4 describes a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the values and shows that 80% of the query are processed under 350 ms. Compared to other systems like JDBC-WS [6] the approach shown here is more performant but it has to be considered that the scenarios may not be comparable. The roundtrip time of queries in OGSA-DAI [10] therefore is nearly the same as the ones in GDS. So the new datatype conversion approach used offers the same performance while it has the advantage of strong data typing, usage of simple message splitting mechanisms and an intuitive usage on the client side. Furthermore small queries only need about 15 ms (INSERT) or 300 ms (SELECT) while OGSA-DAI always needs about 142 ms to parse the perform document which is used to configure a request.

Table 5 presents the measurement results of a SELECT statement with a split result set.
It is noticeable that smaller messages are influencing the latencies and round trip times; but it has to be considered that too many messages lead to a lot of parallel threads and service connections on the client side.

It has to be recognized that the presented values are not fully comparable to the other systems because the evaluation environments are not completely specified within the given papers and the performance depends on the computing power of the test systems, too. In case of OGSA-DAI only a small subset of features is implemented in GDS. OGSA-DAI can access more data sources like for example XML database and therefore supports more query languages than the SQL standard used here. Federated database functionalities are also implemented. On the other side the usage of OGSA-DAI is not as intuitive as working with the SOAP-JDBC-Bridge accessing the GDS. A programmer has to learn the overall concept of OGSA-DAI to configure its perform document and process the result set. The GDS is optimizing and easy-to-use within the Venice Service Grid.

5. Conclusion

This paper described the development of a Generic Database Service (GDS) for the Venice Service Grid which is designed at the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany. Venice offers an open framework for distributed applications supporting implementation, installation, integration and the usage of services. These features can be used in several domains within a service federation by using a Single Sign-on mechanism and an Information Broker for creating loosely coupled service-based systems.

The GDS is a central component offering access to database management systems with an accurately defined interface (as WDSL) and datatypes (as XML schema). The interface can be used independent of programming language and platform from applications and services within the federation. The following list gives an overview of the supported features:

- **Performing a Query.** A query can be easily performed by configuration of a simple XML document. It offers support for prepared statements and additional features like transactions, manual commitment and advanced caching mechanisms on the server side. The state is stored within the context of that document. After configuration the synchronous `Query` or `Execute` operations of the GDS can be invoked.

- **Type Mapping.** In contrast to other systems like JDBC-WS and OGSA-DAI where a canonical XML document is used for result sets, the GDS is implemented with an accurately defined interface and a corresponding XML schema with strong data typing. In this way tight control over messages is enabled and no additional negotiation between providers is required. On the client side the data can be accessed with JavaBeans while the canonical format has to be transferred within generic types (for example “xsd:any”) and has to be processed as raw XML data.
• **Splitting.** Almost every SOAP engine (like Axis) restricts the SOAP message file size. The GDS pre-calculates the size and splits messages which can then be transferred in parallel. This way no additional resources have to be used and the latencies are very low.

• **SOAP-JDBC-Bridge.** The SJB as a client side wrapper system is provided as an enhancement to the GDS. It offers a JDBC-like API to control access to the GDS. Additionally it simplifies the parallel transmission of split result sets and optimizes the queries. In this way the service can be used very intuitively and transparently. Existing applications can be easily adapted, too.

• **Rights Management.** A small additional rights management system is provided to close the gap between the Venice SSO mechanism within the service federation and the DBMS. Regular expressions are used to analyze SQL queries and attach them to databases and tables.

• **Performance.** The measurements showed that the datatype conversion chosen in this approach offers the same or sometimes even better performance than other systems. But it still provides the advantage of strong data typing, usage of simple message splitting mechanisms and an intuitive usage on the client side.

It has to be considered that the whole architecture was designed to fulfill the needs of the Venice Service Grid. Therefore the Generic Database Service has to be fast (low latencies) while processing short and small queries, easy to use and existing application should be easily adaptable.

However, this approach – especially the datatype conversion with strong typing – can be used in other scenarios as well and can lead to several advantages (security, interoperability, etc.). The development of a wrapper system for other languages is advisable, too. The future development depends on the requirements of the Venice Service Grid but the interface and XML schema are already prepared to offer additional features like asynchronous query functions or bulk imports.
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